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A source previously told PEOPLE that Beyonce and JAY-Z have brought along all three of
their children on their On the Run Tour II.Get all the latest, breaking Jay-Z news on ITV
News. Videos Jay-Z has urged people to use their right to vote in the latest advert released by
Barack Obamas 7 hours ago The new MSN, Your customizable collection of the best in news,
sports, Jay-Z and Beyonce are one of the worlds top power couples. After weathering a
cheating scandal, Beyonce and JAY-Z are still “Crazy in Love” — but how did they mend
their fractured marriage? JAY-Z and Beyonce met when the “Halo” singer was just 18 years
old. They began dating roughly a year-and-a-half later after building a strong 5 days ago
Beyonce and JAY-Z gave fans a sweet gift on Saturday, dropping a joint album, Everything Is
Love. JAY-Z admits that in order to work through the pain caused by his past infidelity, he
and his wife Beyonce had to put in a lot of hard work.5 days ago Beyonce and Jay-Z have a
few bones to pick on their new album Everything Is Love. Beyonce and Jay Z each made bold
statements about people, culture, and race as well as their own personal lives . Immigration
News.6 hours agoThe new MSN, Your customizable collection of the best in news, sports,
this video. Please 2 hours ago The new MSN, Your customizable collection of the best in
news, sports, Jay-Z and Beyonce are one of the worlds top power couples. You know, most
people walk away, he told the New York Times. Jay-Z explains why he and Beyonce didnt
divorce: Most people walk away up to date on the latest Beyonce news, video, and analysis
from ABC News. Sounds like JAY-Z has dedicated a song off his newly released album 4:44
to his wife and the mother of his three children, Beyonce. In the fifth 2 hours ago They will all
travel together and have a fun family adventure, a source previously told PEOPLE of Beyonce,
JAY-Z and their children Sir, Rumi JAY-Z has being a father of three under control — at
least until twins Rumi and Sir begin walking around. Kanye West is willing to let the past go,
but not before revealing what caused his rift with mentor JAY-Z.Get the latest news about
celebrities, royals, music, TV, and real people. Inside Beyonce and JAY-Zs Apes—: A Guide
to All the Art in the Epic Music Video. Beyonce and Jay-Z appear to have renewed their
wedding vows with the children by their side. JAY-Z and Kanye Wests relationship has been
full of ups and downs, but the rapper says there is genuine love between them.Beyonce and
Jay-Z inspired a new challenge meme and now people on Twitter are going “Apeshit”. By
Xavier Harding 1h ago. On Saturday, Beyonce and
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